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Clear the air
Not a static vs RRM debate 

Static isn’t better 

RRM isn’t better 

Right config for the deployment 

is better 



What is it doing?

Algorithms evaluate neighbor packets 

Determine how “busy” a cell is 

Evaluate changes made and impacts 

of those changes 



Example: Cisco

Uses Neighbor Discovery Protocol 

Elect RF Group Master 

Build RF Neighborhoods =/> 80dBm 

Cost Metric (CM) : RSSI based AP load, 

CCI, ACI, Spectrum metric for DCA 

Cover Overlap Factor (COF): used with 

Flexible Radio Assignment 



Cisco continued

Send NDP based on Neighbor Packet 

Frequency - >8.x code = 180 seconds 

If you have 21 channels, every 9 seconds 

(180/21) send 1 NDP per chan 

Sent at highest allowed channel power 

Lowest supported data rate 



Example: Aruba

Create two indices for each channel 

• Interference Index (sum of SNRs) 

• Coverage Index (overlap) 

Compare to ideals (configurable) 

Evaluate & assign 

Use backoff to reduce flapping 

Poll APs for retries, low-speed frames, 

fragments, phy errors, mac errors



Example: Ruckus

Recommends max Tx power while 

using BeamFlex APs - increases SINR 

Background scanning for channels 

ChannelFly uses real-time stats 

Downside, requires longer time to 

settle down



Wireless Design Lifecycle

Requirements

Predictive Design

Coarse Changes

Fine Changes

APoS

Deployment

Sign Off
Gathering requirements 

from customer.

Disabling radios. 
Modifying Tx power. 
Channel allocations.

Moving APs around. 
Adjusting wall loss values.

Has the solution been 
deployed correctly? Does it 

meet the requirements?

All requirements are met and 
network is handed over to 

Ops/Customer



Why does RRM fail?
Not a replacement for design! 

Not a replacement for proper config! 

Not a replacement for YOU! 

So… why use the defaults? 





How do we make it work?



Gathering requirements

Just like a predictive or APoS gather requirements 

Take your predictive or APoS parameters and apply 

those RF Profiles 

Apply those RF Profiles to your AP 

Survey! 



RRM needs tuning!
Build the config like a predictive/APoS 

Constrain the power levels 

Constrain the channel allocations 

Make RRM an extension of you 



Use profiles
Most vendors have RF Profiles 

HD areas vs non-HD areas 

Perimeters 





Client concerns
Can RRM impact clients? Sure 

Most use 802.11h to help 

Aruba Client Aware 



Final thoughts
RRM won’t work in all environments 

Static does provide a sense of stability 

… but at what cost? 

Your network shouldn’t be changing 

… if it is why? 

Test, test, test 



Thank You


